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We have been following with
considerable interest the development
of plans for a new Cambridge river
crossing, between the former Simoco
site in Chesterton and Riverside (near
to the Museum of Technology). 

This will be the first new bridge across
the River Cam within Cambridge since
the Elizabeth Way bridge was opened
in 1971, and it will open up a valuable
new route for cyclists and pedestrians
alike.

The planned location was chosen
following a workshop in April 2002 and
an initial public consultation later that
year. 

Then, late in 2003, the County Council
ran an architectural competition
(organised by
Peterborough City
Environment Trust), to
choose the concept
for the bridge. Six
design partnerships
were invited to enter
the competition. The
brief sought a
“striking modern
landmark”, with a
minimum lifetime of
120 years. It specified
a minimum usable
width for the
cycleway of 2.25 m,
and for the pedestrian
walkway of 1.25 m.
(The corresponding figures for the bridge
across the railway by Cambridge station are
2.54 m and 1.63 m.)

Early in March, the competition judges met
to select the competition winner, and I was
pleased to represent the Cycling Campaign
on that judging panel.

The winning entry was designed by
WhitbyBird (designers of York’s Millennium
Bridge) and sculptor Gerry Judah. It will be a
striking curved steel arch bridge with a split-
level design and a seating area.

Riverside Bridge design
unveiled

If you like what you see in this newsletter, add
your voice to those of our 700 members by
joining the Campaign.

Membership costs are low: £7.50 individual,
£3.50 unwaged, £12 household. For this, you get
six newsletters a year, discounts at a large
number of bike shops, and you will be
supporting our work. Please get in touch if you
want to hear more.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in
1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists. We are
not a cycling club but an organisation for
lobbying and campaigning for the rights of
cyclists, and for promoting cycling in and
around Cambridge.

Our regular stall on Saturdays outside the
Guildhall is the public face of the campaign;
volunteers are always welcome to help. And
don’t forget our meetings, open to all, on the
first Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00 pm at
the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge.

Elected Officers 2003–2004

Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith

Liaison Officer – Clare Macrae

Membership Secretary – Dave Earl

Newsletter Editor – Mark Irving

Treasurer – David Dyer

Stall Officer – Paul Tonks � 07870 441257

Press Officer – James Woodburn

Officers without portfolio
Jim Chisholm, Nigel Deakin, Richard Taylor,
Lisa Woodburn and Wookey

(Non-committee) Secretary – post vacant

Contacting the Campaign

Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN

Telephone and fax � (01223) 690718
www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail � contact@camcycle.org.uk

This newsletter is printed on recycled paper by
Victoire Press, Bar Hill.

May Monthly Meeting,
Tuesday 4th May

Massive development is planned for the
Southern Fringe of Cambridge from
Trumpington to Addenbrooke's. Anne Kent,
who is the County Councillor for
Trumpington, will explain the plans and there
will be the opportunity to discuss the
implications for cycling.

Design A: the runner up, from Royal Haskoning. A
simple curved design, made of steel. The deck is
supported by high tensile cables from an arch
spanning the river.

Design B: from ARUP / McDowell & Benedetti. This design
segregates cyclists and pedestrians using a wooden seating area
along the axis of the main span. Pedestrians can access the bridge
from Riverside via both the ramp and steps.

http://www.camcycle.org.uk
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This bridge was also the
most popular in the
Council’s public
consultation on the
designs, with the complete
separation of pedestrians
and cyclists being
particularly welcomed.

The next phase is for
detailed design work on the
winning bridge, which is
expected to cost close to
£2 million. If all goes well,
the County Council hopes
to start building the bridge
early in 2005, and they are
saying it could be open by early 2006.

Part of the challenge of the next stage will
be the detailed design of the bridge’s landing
on to Riverside, particularly in finding a
convenient way for cyclists wanting to head
east, to join the Jubilee cycleway. There
definitely seems to be a willingness to

investigate the possible implementation of
environmental improvements to Riverside
(such as closure to through-traffic) in time
for the opening of the new bridge. We
would of course welcome such a move
very strongly indeed.

Clare Macrae

Contents

Design C: from Anthony Hunt / Tony Meadows. This bridge is constructed from pre-cast
concrete sections.

Design D: from Babtie / Marks Barfield Associates. This bridge
is made entirely from stainless steel. Decks for pedestrians and
cyclists are separated by a seating area.

Design E: the winner, from WhitbyBird / Judah. A steel arch bridge, with a separate
cantilevered walkway over the main span, providing segregation of pedestrians and
cyclists.

Design F: from Wilkinson Eyre – ARUP. The main
space is built from a three-dimensional lattice of
hardwood and steel.
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At the February Campaign meeting we were
able to have two speakers in almost a head
to head debate. Jerry Alderson from
CAST.IRON, the group campaigning to
reopen the St Ives railway line, and Graham
Hughes of the County Council who wish to
use this rail corridor as part of the
‘Cambridge Guided Bus’ scheme, both
presented their plans.

As a cycling campaign we find it hard to be
united over either of these proposals, but
this debate enabled us to explore some of
the problems of both schemes especially as
they relate to cyclists.

Firstly, the Cambridgeshire Guided Bus. This
should provide a three to four metre wide
path for cyclists, pedestrians, and on the
northern section, horses, on the line of the
maintenance path. This path would run from
St Ives as far as Milton Road going
underneath both the Histon bypass and the
A14. It would also run from just south of the
station to the Trumpington Park and Ride site
with a branch to Addenbrooke’s Hospital.
The Campaign was concerned that the
proposal to allow cyclists to use a new arch
under Hills Road bridge near the station
appears to have been dropped. There is also
continuing concern over the effect on
cyclists of larger numbers of buses on
streets within the city. There is no proposal
to carry pedal cycles on these buses,
although ‘secure’ parking for bicycles will be
provided at stops. As these proposals are for
a Guided system they are being submitted
to the government by the ‘Transport and
Works Act’ (TWA). A list of the items that
will be included in our objections to this
scheme is given later in this article.

Secondly, CAST.IRON’s proposals for the ‘St
Ives’ line. They propose a three stage
restoration of train services. Initially they are
proposing a single line shuttle service from
Swavesey to Cambridge Regional College.
This train would have a van for bicycles, and
they believe there would be space for a
cycleway, although it is not part of their
costed plans. They hope later to have a
route from St Ives to an interchange at the
Science Park with the possibility of some
through running to Cambridge Station. As
this would need some sections of twin
track, it is uncertain how a cycle route would
be possible within existing boundaries.
Finally they have aspirations to link in with
the East Coast Main Line at Huntingdon.

Members present were concerned that, at
all stages and with the proposed rolling
stock, such services would not be able to
cater for large numbers of cyclists on board
without excessive delays at stops. We were
also concerned at the prospect of only a few
trains running through as far as Cambridge
Station. Many members welcomed the
initiative shown by this group, but concerns
were raised about the achievability in the
current climate. We were also concerned by
the suggestion that for financial reasons
trains would only run during normal hours,
being replaced by a bus in the evening and
at weekends.

There was not time to have a debate and to
propose a motion following this discussion
but at the March meeting the following
motions were proposed:

‘Cambridge Cycling Campaign supports the
principle of improved public transport and
will not object to the principle of the County
Council’s proposals for guided buses on the
Huntingdon–Cambridge–Trumpington
corridor. The Campaign is, however,
concerned to ensure that the proposals
achieve the maximum benefits for cyclists
and do not make conditions worse for
cyclists. The Campaign will set up a
subgroup to consider the proposals in detail.
The Campaign will formally object to aspects
of the scheme which do not take sufficient
account of the needs of cyclists, and will ask
to make representations to the public inquiry
on those aspects.’

‘Cambridge Cycling Campaign supports the
principle of improved public transport and
will not object to the principle of the
CAST.IRON proposals for a rail service on
the Huntingdon–Cambridge corridor should a
TWA (Transport & Works Act) application be
submitted. The Campaign will work to
ensure that the proposals would achieve the
maximum benefits for cyclists and would not
make conditions worse for cyclists’

Both these motions were passed with
overwhelming majorities, but both had both
opposers and abstainers.

Since this meeting we’ve had an opportunity
to look at some of the mountain of
documentation relating to the TWA
application and we’ve not long to submit our
objections.

What will we be objecting to in the
Cambridgeshire Guided Bus TWA
application?
• Hills Road Bridge: the lack of a cycle route

alongside the bus route on the new route
under Hills Road. National Planning
Guidance (PPG13), economics (time
saved), safety, and some wording in the
TWA schedule all suggest a route for
cyclists should be provided.

• Details at ‘road crossings’ where routes
for cyclists are obscure and cyclists may
be forced to cross against a green light.

• Unsympathetic design for cyclists,
including deviations and switching of sides
of the ‘maintenance’ path.

• Difficulties and dangers caused at
bridleway/cycle path crossings by lack of a
break in the guideway. 

• The lack of a tarmac or similar surface on
the maintenance track.

Changes on ordinary roads within Cambridge
that may form part of the routes used by
these buses do not form part of the TWA
application. We will be monitoring these
proposed changes, and where these
disadvantage cyclists we will object via the
more normal channels. By the time you read
this we will almost certainly have submitted
our letter to the TWA Office, but this will
only be the start of this campaign. Later,
assuming there is a public inquiry, we will
have to produce a ‘Statement of Case’ and
appear at the inquiry to justify our
objections.

Jim Chisholm

On the fence?

Red light for cyclists to go under Hills Road
bridge along with the guided buses.
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At the Cycling Campaign meeting in March
we were pleased to welcome Robin Webb
to talk on this subject and show a short film
he has made.

Sadly the reason for his strong interest is
that his 21-year-old daughter was crushed by
a left turning lorry in London. As a Civil
Engineer he was amazed at the lack of
understanding of the problems by all the
authorities involved, and has set out to try to
educate those involved and get changes
made.

He used diagrams to explain that with large
modern vehicles, even those with extra
mirrors, there is normally a blind spot on the
left hand side adjacent to the cab. This is
just the location likely to be occupied by a
cyclist also waiting at a junction. With these
large vehicles, unlike buses or local delivery
vehicles, the cab is so high that cyclists and
pedestrians are below the level of the
windows and hence cannot even be seen
directly. When the vehicle moves off the
trailer may encroach into the space occupied
by the cyclist. Modern trailers should be
equipped with ‘underrun’ protectors at the
side, but these are really only of use to
prevent cars from being crushed and afford
little or no protection for vulnerable road
users.

Robin said that he was very concerned over
the attitude of the police and the coroner at
his daughter’s inquest, as there was no
suggestion that the driver was to blame. The
Highway Code says (rule 158):

Do not overtake just before you turn left
and watch out for traffic coming up on your
left before you make the turn, especially if
driving a large vehicle. Cyclists and
motorcyclists in particular may be hidden
from your view.

I was very interested in Robin’s point as I
remember something that had stuck in my
mind from a book I bought and read over 30
years ago, and still had on my shelves. In a
legal book Road
Accidents it quotes a
case ‘Rex v Ball &
Loughlin’ (1966)
concerning an Army
Ferret scout car in
which the driver only
has forward visibility. On the instructions of
the commander who was ‘up top’, the driver
proceeded at a junction and an accident
ensued. The driver was convicted on the
grounds that it was his responsibility to
ensure the road was clear, and taking

instructions from others did not absolve him
of the responsibility. In the intervening years
I don’t suppose the principle of the law will
have changed, but I suspect the application
has.

Given the above I cannot see how the fact
that the driver of an articulated heavy goods
vehicle cannot see the stationary cyclist
absolves him of blame in such incidents.

Robin Webb’s film was very good and
included demonstrations of the blind spots
and corner cutting, as well as interviews
with both police officers and local authority
personnel. He said that he had difficulty
persuading haulage concerns to help with

the film and none would
appear on camera.

Robin discussed the
methods that could be used
to reduce such incidents,
including educating drivers

and cyclists of the dangers and improving
visibility from the cab, but his main thrust
was preventing such large vehicles
accessing town centres where there are
tight junctions and many cyclists and
pedestrians. In the 1960s such large vehicles
were not permitted anywhere, and from the
1980s powers have been available to restrict
the access of large vehicles on
environmental grounds, but they are little
used and poorly enforced. He was keen on
trans-shipment depots; the Robert Sayle
system with a warehouse at Trumpington for
‘trunk’ deliveries, and smaller lorries
delivering to the City Centre store is a good
example of this.

This talk and film certainly reinforces the
point: don’t move up the inside of large
vehicles, even if there appears to be space,
unless you are absolutely sure you can get
well in front without the vehicle moving.

The Campaign will work with Robin to try
and get more publicity for these problems
and solutions.

Jim Chisholm

44 tonne articulated trucks and towns
don’t mix

Turning circle of an articulated lorry graphically illustrated in Robin Webb's film.

In the 1960s such large

vehicles were not

permitted anywhere
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An item in the national publication Cycle
Campaign News caused me to do some
digging in a journal Injury Prevention. I’ve
often hypothesised that as a cyclist the
chance of being involved in a crash in
Cambridge is lower than elsewhere, but now
there is a suggestion in data from elsewhere
that I might be right.

The article ‘Safety in numbers: more walkers
and bicyclists, safer walking and bicycling,’
by P L Jacobsen, is a detailed analysis of
data from a number of countries and
sources. At first I was worried because
some of the data from the UK was a time
series, but much of the other data is
comparing differing towns in each of
California, Denmark and the Netherlands.

The analysis of these data suggests that as
the volume of cyclists and pedestrians
double, total injuries to these users rise by
only 32%. It is not suggested that these
changes are caused by differing engineering
measures between these towns but simply

by the fact that where there are larger
numbers of ‘vulnerable users’ motorists
modify their behaviour.

Some of the key points in the paper are:
• Motorists’ behaviour evidently largely

controls the likelihood of collisions with
people walking and cycling.

• Efforts to enhance pedestrian and cyclist
safety, including traffic engineering and
legal policies, need to be examined for
their ability to modify motorists’ behaviour.

• Policies that increase walking and bicycling
appear to be an effective route to
improving the safety of people walking and
bicycling.

An alternate hypothesis might be that as
cyclist and pedestrian numbers rise they
become more careful, but that seems
extremely unlikely doesn’t it?

For those of a mathematical bent the
formula is:

I = aEb

Where I is the injury measure and E is the
measure of walking or cycling. If b were 1,
as cycling rose, casualties would rise at the
same rate, but the estimate of b given in the
paper is 0.4. a is a parameter not computed.

This all came from the journal Injury
Prevention 2003;9 pages 205–209. For those
in the CAM domain it is one of the on-line
journals available via the Cambridge
University Library website www.lib.cam.ac.uk
and search for Injury Prevention.

So how do we halve cyclist casualty rates?
Simply triple the number of cyclists!

Jim Chisholm

How to halve cycle accident rates

important. We pointed out that regulations
which ‘present cycling as an inevitably
dangerous or hazardous activity, or which

suggest that helmet wearing
should be made compulsory,
risk prejudicing the delivery
of those very benefits to
health and environment
which cycling can deliver,
and serve to confuse the
general public about the
wider social and economic
advantages of cycling.’
(From an NCS statement.)
One of the best ways to

make cycling safer is to encourage more
cycling (see ‘How to halve cycle accident
rates’ above). Anything which makes
children less likely to cycle, as this Bill will if
it becomes law, will fail in every respect: a
less safe, more polluted country with a fatter
and less healthy population will be the result.

While we are aware of the benefits which
the wearing of helmets may confer (and,

indeed, many of us regularly wear them), we
believe that compulsion would be counter-
productive.

To make your own views clear, write to your
MP and Eric Martlew MP about the bill. The
address is House of Commons, London
SW1A 1AA.

Mark Irving

The Protective Headgear for Young Cyclists
private member’s bill, by Eric Martlew MP,
has received its first reading in Parliament
and is likely to be
debated again soon. If
passed, this will make it
an offence to allow any
child under 16 to ride a
bicycle in a public place
when not wearing a
helmet. The Cycling
Campaign open meeting
agreed that this would
be a major setback to
cycling in Britain, and the
Campaign has written to all three of our local
MPs asking them to oppose the Bill. Anne
Campbell, MP for Cambridge, has replied to
say she agrees with us.

We particularly agree with the National
Cycling Strategy board that the scale of the
problem of obesity in the UK means that the
public health gains from significant increases
in cycle use and regular exercise are

Compulsory helmets

Ride to Reach Fair

On Monday May 3 (the May Bank Holiday) we
will once again be running a leisurely bike ride
to Reach Fair. The ride will leave from Hobbs
Pavilion, Parker’s Piece at 10 am, expecting to
arrive at noon. This is a ride of ten miles,
mostly along Sustrans route 51, to the
traditional village green fair, which is opened
by the Mayor of Cambridge. There are events
for all the family, and it is well worth a ride to
see the fair, which has been running for over
800 years. Return at your leisure.

http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk
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Plans have been agreed by the City and
County Councils to build 2,600 new homes
to the west and south of Trumpington at Clay
Farm and Glebe Farm on the Southern
Fringe, and there will also be much
development around Addenbrooke’s Hospital.
A new roundabout between Trumpington
Park and Ride and the M11 will be built to
give access to a new road to Addenbrooke’s
(but not to create a through route).

However, the old Plant Breeding Institute
site, now owned by Monsanto, is likely to be
one of the first sites in the Southern Fringe
to be developed. Monsanto have virtually
ceased work here and, as part of this site is
classified as ‘brown field’, housing
development may occur here before some of
the ‘green field’ sites elsewhere in this area.
The development plans include the idea of
opening a large area of agricultural land to
the public, with the creation of a nature
reserve and footpaths by the river on both
sides of the M11.

As a local ‘stakeholder’, the
Campaign has had some talks
with the developers, and it is
highly likely that a new cycle
route will be created which would
avoid both the existing
roundabout at junction 11 of the
M11 and the planned new
roundabout. This route would
start just west of Trumpington
church and follow the line of an
existing concrete access road to
the accommodation bridge over
the M11. We believe that the
parapets of this bridge will
already meet the height
standards for a cycle bridge.
South of this bridge the road

skirts some coprolite workings and ends a
mere 300 metres from the A10 at Hauxton
Mill. Only this last stretch of 300 metres
requires any significant work to complete a
through route. North of the M11 the route

would run between the
development and the open
space that would stretch as far
as the Cam and Byron’s Pool.
This route should also offer
good access to the proposed
cycleway along the ‘Guided
Bus’ corridor, to both
Addenbrooke’s and to the
railway station.

We are asking the developers whether,
given that there are now few security
concerns over access to their land, it is
possible to open this path as an interim
permissive route in advance of
developments. Cyclists would then be able
to avoid the works that will take place on
Hauxton Road and enjoy a much more
pleasant alternative to cycling alongside the
A10. An early opening of this route would be
a good public relations exercise for little cost
and we hope that this will be seriously
considered.

Jim Chisholm

This bridge just north of the
M11 junction with Hauxton
Road could be the way across
the motorway for a new
Cambridge to Harston cycle
link.

The Monsanto site alongside Trumpington Park & Ride car park
is likely to be developed soon.

Monsanto developments: a new route to
Harston?
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Last August (Newsletter 49) we welcomed
completion of the County Council’s casualty
reduction measures on Mitcham’s Corner.
Since then a number of people have asked
us, ‘But where can I cycle, and how should I
use it?’ Here’s our attempt at answering
those questions. It’s a relatively complicated
scheme with a number of components. I’ll
look at the individual parts first and then go
on to look at ways of stringing together the
new links.

The roads

The Mitcham’s Corner junction remains
essentially a one-way gyratory system joining
Milton Road, Chesterton Road (East), Victoria
Avenue, Chesterton Road (West) and Victoria
Road.

If you cycle around the junction, you are
most likely to notice that the scheme has
introduced three sets of traffic signals to
control merging lanes of traffic. These traffic
signals form pairs so that signals T1 and T2
(see map – you can decide for yourself
whether T stands for ‘traffic signal’ or
‘Toucan crossing’) alternate between
allowing traffic from Victoria Avenue on to
the junction, and then west-bound traffic
from Chesterton Road. Similarly, T6 and T7
alternate, as do T8 and T9.

The traffic signals on the exits from the
junction (T3, T7 and T10) are actually
pedestrian/cycle crossings, as is T4, and
these will only stop traffic after someone
pushes a button asking to cross.

Most of these signals have cycle approach

lanes and advanced stop lines. These can
help you to get  to the front of the queue of
traffic, or to get to a traffic island joining a
pavement cycleway. Your choice will depend
on your route through the junction. 

There are also a few lengths of red on-road

cycle lane. Where some of these lengths run
alongside parking lay-bys there are narrow
hatched buffer areas to protect cyclists from
car doors opening.

However, the red cycle lanes will not always
be useful to you and, for some manoeuvres,
they should expressly be avoided. For
example, if you are turning right and there is
only a cycle lane on the far left (as in front of
Staples), the cycle lane will put you in the
wrong position on the road: you should be in
the right-hand lane.

The pavements

The scheme has converted some stretches of
pavement to shared-use making it legal to
cycle on these pavement sections. This
provides a number of direct routes that avoid
the detours of  the gyratory system.

Two short stretches of pavement (on the
triangular island in Milton Road and the island
in the very centre of the junction) are
segregated shared-use, i.e. pedestrians and
cyclists have their own clearly marked,
separated space. The cycle sections of these
are marked with a bright red surface.
Unfortunately there is a missing link in the
cycle route on the Milton Road island. If you
are cycling south along Milton Road using this
island, you are supposed to walk your bike for
the first few yards. What’s more, the distance
you obviously have to walk your bike
increased recently when the Council removed
a (wrongly installed) square of red paint next
to the Zebra crossing marked Z2 on the map.

The remaining sections of pavement
cycleway are unsegregated shared-use, and
are paved in a much duller red tarmac.

On all these sections it is legal to cycle in
either direction, so these pavement links
provide short cuts to avoid the gyratory
system. Signing has been improved recently,
making it clear where pavement cycleways
begin and end.

Traffic lights

Junction/crossing type What the Highway Code says Examples

55. You MUST NOT cross the
stop line when the traffic
lights are red. Some
junctions have an advanced
stop line to enable you to
position yourself ahead of
other traffic (see Rule 154)

Cycles must
not cross the
stop line.

Toucan crossings 65. Toucan crossings. These
are light-controlled
crossings which allow
cyclists and pedestrians to
cross at the same time. They
are push button operated.
Pedestrians and cyclists will
see the green signal
together. Cyclists are
permitted to ride across.

Cycles are
advised to stop,
but it is not an
offence to ride
across.

See Newsletter 39 for more about Toucan crossings.

Cycles may
ride across.

Zebra crossings 64. Do not ride across a
pelican, puffin or zebra
crossing. Dismount and
wheel your cycle across.

Cycles must not ride across.

Using Mitcham’s Corner
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Note that the section of pavement in front of
the town houses (from T2 to T8) is another
missing link: it is not shared use, i.e. it is
illegal to cycle on it. It was deemed to be
too narrow for bikes and pedestrians to
share safely. This bit of pavement could only
be widened if a new lane of carriageway
was removed, and all the Council’s traffic
modelling showed that this would result in
unacceptable delays. Instead, the pavement
behind these houses (i.e. on the north side
of the houses) has been made shared-use.

Obviously this does represent a bit of a
detour compared to the alternative route in
front of the houses, but at least it makes it
possible to avoid the gyratory.

The County Council is planning (as of March
2004) to install an 8 m section of shared-use
in front of the Jolly Waterman pub (by T1 on
the map) to assist cycles to leave the road.
(See Lizzie Cook’s letter in Newsletter 51.)

The crossings

All ten signal-controlled crossings are
Toucan crossings which cyclists can legally
ride across. (See the Box and ‘Dear Dr
Dynamo’ in Newsletter 39 for more about
this type of crossing.) 

There are currently two zebra crossings,
both on Milton Road, where cyclists are
expected to dismount and wheel their bikes.

Two additional zebra crossings are being
installed where Victoria Road meets Croft
Holme Lane. The Belisha beacons have been
in place for quite some time but there’s no
sign of stripes on the road yet (early March
2004).

Finally, there is one raised table across the
link road close to Lloyds Bank. When
crossing here you need to watch out for cars
coming round the corner from Victoria Road.
There are so-called ‘elephants’ feet’ (white
square blobs!) on either side of the raised
table. Some cyclists have interpreted this as
meaning that traffic from Victoria Road has
to give way to bikes, but this is not the case,
so take care.

Missing link: cycling is not permitted on the first few yards of this traffic island on Milton Road.
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Joining it up – sample routes

through

Now for some sample routes through the
junction.

South to north

The most direct route for cyclists travelling
from Victoria Avenue to Milton Road is to
use the new segregated cycle route across
the middle of the junction. The scheme has
legalised a manoeuvre that many cyclists
previously made via the old zebra crossings.

The first two crossings you’ll pass through,
T1 and T2, alternate automatically,
controlling the flow of traffic into the
junction. This means there isn’t actually any
advantage to pushing the button to cross.
This is just as well, because the push-button
at T2 is in just about the worst possible
position for north-bound cyclists.

Many cyclists on Victoria Avenue move to
the right as they approach T1 so they can
get onto the island using T1.

(One trick I only recently learnt: if T1 is red
and you wait at the advanced
stop line, as soon as it turns
green for traffic from Victoria
Avenue, T2 simultaneously
turns to green for bikes and
pedestrians. So you can cycle
from T1’s advanced stop box,
across the island, and across T2
in one smooth manoeuvre.)

Once you’ve crossed T2, turn left
to follow the bright red cycle lane
as it bends round to the right to
T4. This light only stops on-road
traffic on request.

Once you’ve crossed T4, you will
see a give-way line almost
immediately that leads you onto
Milton Road. If too much traffic
is turning into Milton Road, or
you would rather cross at a zebra
crossing, you can stay on the
bright red cycle path on the
island, keeping to the left of the
barrier fence. But bear in mind
that the cycle route stops a few yards short
of the zebra crossing where you are
expected to dismount and wheel your bike
across.

North to south

Again, the most direct route for cyclists
travelling from Milton Road to Victoria

Avenue is across the middle of the junction.
However, this gives less of an advantage
over the road route than does the reverse

journey, partly because the road route is not
so much of a diversion when travelling
south-bound, and partly because there is no
legal way to cycle onto the pavement
cycleway from Milton Road!

The red pavement markings on the island
just south of Z1 and Z2, clearly indicate
where the pavement cycleway starts. South-
bound cyclists are supposed to walk the first

Cycling is not permitted in front of the town houses.

All ten signal-

controlled crossings

are Toucan

crossings which

cyclists can legally

ride across

The County Council plans to allow cycling on this short
stretch of pavement at the north end of Victoria Avenue, in
front of the Jolly Waterman pub.



few yards on the island.
Of course, many cyclists
ignore this and cycle onto
the island from Milton
Road. 

(What is really needed is
to find a way to make this
manoeuvre legal. The
missing link on the
pavement needs to be
made shared-use, and a
Toucan crossing would
help cyclists get to the
island.)

Once on the cycleway,
the route to Victoria
Avenue is to cross at T4 (you may need to
push the button to stop traffic), and then
follow the bright red cycleway round to the
left in front of the town houses and, when
you get to T2, wait for traffic to stop. The
lights will change automatically here, unlike
the final crossing, T3, where again you may
need to press a button to stop traffic.

West to East

The scheme has opened up a new
pavement route for cyclists travelling
eastbound along Chesterton Road. Use
the crossings T5 and T6 to join the
pavement cycleway in front of Staples. (If T5
is red when you reach the junction, you can
wait towards the right of the advanced stop
box. As soon as you get a green light, T6
will also be green for bikes and pedestrians
so you proceed across the traffic island and
T6 in a single manoeuvre.)

Take particular care in front of the two
entrances to Staples. After you’ve passed
Lloyds Bank there is a ‘raised table’ across a
short link road. Traffic might be coming
round from Victoria Road on your left. Once
across this side road, you’ll ride alongside a
raised grassy area on your left. Turn left at
the end of this grassy area, and then
immediately right, so that you cycle behind
the tall town houses.

Then use crossings at T8 and T10 (the latter
only stops traffic when the button is pushed)
to re-join Chesterton Road.

East to West

The road route is the most direct one
although there are three sets of lights to
contend with. T9 and T2 control traffic
entering the gyratory so there’s roughly a 50-
50 chance you’ll get stopped by each one.

T7, at the west end of the junction, only
stops on-road traffic when someone pushes
the button so is less likely to stop you.

If you are travelling round to Victoria Road
on-road, the red cycle lane (between T1 and
T7) is only of use to you if you want to cross
at the signalled crossings (T7 and T5).
Otherwise you should position yourself in
the right-hand lane in plenty of time as you
approach T6.

The pavement route is largely the reverse of
the west to east one described above. Use
T9 and T8 to cross to the central island and
then turn right and cycle behind the town
houses. 

(If T9 is red when you reach the junction,
you can wait towards the right of the
advanced stop box. As soon as you get a
green light T8 will also be green for bikes
and pedestrians, so you proceed across the
traffic island and T8 in a single manoeuvre.)

As you reach T4, turn left and then right
after the phone boxes to head towards
Staples. Be sure to look to the right as you
cross the raised table in front of Lloyds Bank
– you don’t have priority. Beyond Staples,
use crossings at T6 and T7 (the latter only
stops traffic when the button is pushed) to
re-join Chesterton Road.

Joining up other links

There are of course lots of other
combinations of journeys through Mitcham’s
Corner now made shorter by the scheme.
For example:
• Chesterton Road (west) to Victoria Avenue

(T5, T6, cycle in front of Staples, T2, T3)
has once again become a right-turn,
without the need to go most of the way
round the gyratory system.

• Chesterton Road (east) to Milton Road
now has two choices (Either T9, T8, turn
right to go behind the houses, T4, and
give way to turn on to Milton Road – Or
use Herbert Street instead, see
Newsletter 49.)

Clare Macrae
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This sign tells cyclists heading east that they have to go
around the houses.
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Riding a bike puts us in a social group. It
may not be our defining characteristic, any
more than any of the other characteristics
we carry around with us, but for the duration
of our journeys (and when the active
campaigners among us are representing
people cycling) we are identified as
‘different’.

We – this social group – are on the
receiving end of quite a lot of
hostility and prejudice on the
road, as many of us would
agree. Hostility ranges
from negative attitudes,
through verbal abuse, to
intimidation, assault and,
in a few rare cases,
deliberate killing1. The
faults of some cyclists are
often attributed to all cyclists.
Simply being on the road is
often perceived as a fault,
especially in difficult situations.
We are accused of getting in
the way of professional drivers’ livelihoods.
Some drivers use aggressive words like
‘hate’ about us, though for many others we
are invisible.

These characteristics remind me of racism. It
would be hard to assert that ‘cyclism’ – let’s
call it – is as serious as racism, yet there
seem to be common elements. Nationally
we’re a smaller minority than many ethnic
minorities, though that’s not the case in
Cambridge. A pyramid of hostile acts
directed at us, from a small number of
deliberate assaults to a much larger general
discontent, seems to be similar in nature to
the experience of racism. The biggest
difference is, of course, that cyclists can turn
the effect off. Once away from the road, we
need no longer be labelled ‘cyclist’.

In-group and out-group

This similarity should come as no great
surprise because racism and cyclism can
both be seen, along with other ‘ism’s, as
manifestations of Tajfel’s and Turner‘s social

1 For example see www.zap20.ukgateway.net/reports/sentence.html .

2 Tajfel & Turner, 1979: An integrative theory of intergroup conflict in
The Social Psychology of Intergroup Relations ed. Austin &
Worchel. Brooks/Cole, Monterey.

3 Hewstone, Rubin and Willis, 2002, Annual Review of Psychology
(www.findarticles.com/cf_dls/m0961/2002_Annual/83789658/print.jhtml).

4 Basford, Reid, Lester, Thomson and Tolmie, 2002, Drivers’
perceptions of cyclists, TRL Report TRL549, Transport Research
Laboratory (www.trl.co.uk/static/dtlr/cycling/TRL549.pdf).

identity theory2. This describes how attitudes
about other people are based on whether
they belong to one’s own group (the in-
group) or are outside it (the out-group).

Numerous experiments have been
conducted which show that group labels
affect people’s perceptions, even when the
labels are quite artificial. Intergroup bias3 is a

systematic tendency to evaluate one’s
own membership group (the ‘in-

group’) or its members more
favourably than a non-

membership group (the
‘out-group’). Bias
includes behaviour
(discrimination: ‘cyclists
shouldn’t be allowed on

the road because they
slow me down’), attitude

(prejudice: ‘why should the
council spend money on
cyclists when they don’t pay
tax and don’t have to have
insurance’) and cognition

(stereotyping: ‘you cyclists are all the same,
always jumping red lights and never having
lights’).

Tajfael and Turner say that intergroup bias
creates or protects in-group status leading to
positive social identity for in-group members,
thereby satisfying their need for positive self
esteem. Factors such as group-identifying
characteristics (mode of transport, skin
colour, sexuality, even simple labels), group
size, status and power (majority versus
minority), the extent to which members feel
threatened (livelihood, physical danger), the
way in which one rates members of another
group (particularly whether this is done on a
negative or positive scale) and, maybe,
personality or predisposition to bias, are all
cited as influencing intergroup bias.

Social theory talks about ‘implicit measures’,
where bias is automatically activated by the
mere presence of the attitude object (does
that sound familiar?). Faster responses to
negative traits in an out-group and to

positive traits in an in-group are
commonplace.

Of course, it works both ways. When or if
we classify ourselves as cyclists, our point
of view is from the ‘cyclist in-group’. We
should consider our own attitudes as well as
those of drivers.

Cycling specific research

Basford et al., at the Transport Research
Laboratory have published a report4 which
considers how some of this theory applies
to what I have called cyclism. Their
observations match some of the subjective
feelings we have about the intergroup bias
between motorists and cyclists. But in one
key area they diverge, namely, that motorists
are not concerned much with cyclists at all.
When their attention is drawn to us, we
become a minor irritant on their radar, but
without prompting, we don’t feature much
on the non-cyclist drivers’ (the majority) radar
at all.

I guess this is like the late bus syndrome –
OK, I invented it, but it sounds good – if the
bus you are trying to catch is late it is 100%
late from your point of view even if the track
record says only 3% of buses are ever late
(if only!). It may be different in Cambridge
where cyclists are a much larger minority
than in, say, Hull where some of the TRL
research was done.

The TRL research found that when cyclists
do feature in drivers’ thoughts, attitudes
were largely negative. HGV and bus driver
attitudes were especially negative, related to
the perception of being held up by cyclists.
Unpredictability and just ‘different’ behaviour
were seen to be particular sources of
irritation to motorists when their own
convenience is compromised.

Where the context caused a driver to slow
down or deviate, cyclists were often seen as
discourteous or in the wrong, whatever their
actual behaviour, a finding that strikes a very
strong chord for me.

Cyclism

'Without prompting, cyclists
don’t feature much on the
drivers’ radar at all'

http://www.zap20.ukgateway.net/reports/sentence.html
http://www.findarticles.com/cf_dls/m0961/2002_Annual/83789658/print.jhtml
http://www.trl.co.uk/static/dtlr/cycling/TRL549.pdf
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Both the general social theory and specific
driver-cyclist interaction are very interesting
to read about, but I did find it tended to
engender fatalism. ‘This is how people work’
comes frighteningly close to saying that
there isn’t anything you can do about it. On
the other hand, understanding behaviour
perhaps gives us clues to the most effective
remedies.

Conclusions

TRL’s recommendations were largely
practical, and focused on not allowing
situations to arise where negativity towards
the ‘out-group’ of  cyclists could arise. For

example, they recommend road designs
which don’t bring the user groups into
proximity, and most emphatically, cyclists
should not be used as a traffic calming
measure. Given the particular conclusions
about bus drivers in the report, we should
consider the implications for the increasing
mixing of cyclists and buses.

They also recommend more training,
education and enforcement. Further
research is identified: do regional variations
(Cambridge as an example of prominent
cycling perhaps) engender differences in the
driver–cyclist relationship; and do drivers’

negative perceptions translate into negative
behaviour? Subjectively it certainly feels that
way.

One aspect that would be very interesting to
consider isn’t touched on in this research at
all. Given that cyclists are a voluntary social
group, to what extent is membership
influenced by the negativity shown towards
its membership? Why would someone
voluntarily join an ‘out-group’ which they
have learned to either ignore or view with
hostility and negativity, whatever the reality
of the situation?

David Earl

We’re all struggling to get enough exercise into
our lives – the easiest way is just to cycle to
work or to the shops every day. Get a good rain
cape and lights and you’ll be comfortable all
year round.

1. Shapely legs at last
You'll be using the glutei and the leg flexors
and extensors, the large muscles in the
buttocks and thighs. Cycling regularly will tone
those muscles into a lean, trim shape and make
your trousers fit more comfortably.

2. No-one can guess your age
If you bike daily you'll enjoy a fitness level
equivalent to being ten years younger – as
reflected in your weight, your shape, your
posture, and skin quality. Cycling three hours a
week makes you 40% more likely to live to a
good old age than your couch potato friends.

3. No dowager’s hump for you!
Women who cycle or walk more than half an
hour a day have a lower incidence of vertebral
curvature than sedentary women, as shown by
the European Vertebral Osteoporosis study.
When we spend so much time slumped in front
of our computers at work, we need to mobilise
our backs on the way there and back.

4. Your weight loss will actually happen
Exercise combined with diet works much better
in achieving and maintaining weight loss than
diet alone: a study from the Stanford University
School of Medicine found that people who
exercised felt less hungry and showed greater
self-restraint. Regular cyclists are half as likely

to be seriously overweight than people who
won't get out of their cars.

5. Lubricate your joints
Cycling helps maintain and increase joint
movement and improves overall flexibility. It’s
low impact, and sensitive joints won’t be jarred
-you can carry on biking forever. We need to
establish exercise patterns in our youth that we
can maintain for the rest of our lives, not just
as long as we can look good in Lycra!

6. Healthier boobs and bums too
The International Agency for Cancer Research
estimates that 25% of cancer cases world wide
are due to overweight and a sedentary lifestyle.
If you cycle for 3 to 4 hours a week your risk of
breast cancer will be 30-40% lower. You're also
much less likely to get colorectal cancer,
another common Western killer.

7. There’s no such thing as the
bicycling blues
A Norwegian study estimates that half the
population will suffer some mental health
disorder during their life time. Daily exercise
like cycling reduces the incidence of
depression and anxiety, improves self-esteem
and body image, and can be part of a treatment
programme for people suffering from
depressive or stress related disorders.
Furthermore, you get your dose of rays every
day, which help banish Seasonal Affective
Disorder. If you can cycle through a park or
along a river, even better: trees and birds cheer
everyone up.

8. Breathe cleaner air
In heavy traffic the air quality can be poorer
inside a car than out. On a bike you are higher
up and not in the wake of the fumes, so you
breathe fresher air. You'll be doing your bit to
reduce air and noise pollution, too. If people
cycled more in urban areas there would be a
4% reduction in CO2 emissions, and as about
65% of Europeans are exposed to noise
exceeding 55 decibels over 24 hours, we need
to try and give our ears a rest.

9. Fund your summer holiday
It’s not expensive. You can get a second hand
bike at a police auction for £1. A helmet is
another £20, and that's all you need. Owning a
car costs at least £2,200 a year (and that’s a
small one). On the other hand, if you want to
impress, you can go for a top of the range
mountain bike for about £1000. The most
expensive exercise is a gym membership you
don’t use – one person estimated that each of
her gym visits cost £100, because she only
went four times a year.

10. It’s an affair of the heart...
You’ll also be half as likely to suffer from heart
disease and adult onset diabetes, a third as
likely to have hypertension, and a quarter as
likely to have a stroke – all this for 30 minutes
cycling a day. Remember to cycle on a lower
gear (your feet go round faster!) – this means
your muscles are pumping more blood around
your body which increases your heart rate and
makes you fitter.

Thanks to author Jane Hubey and Cambridge Agenda ‘The magazine that knows what makes Cambridge tick’ (it’s obviously bicycles) for
permission to reproduce this article.

Ten reasons why it’s great to cycle
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Looking back

New on the market, the Danlite combines front and back lights in a small detachable Lightpod fitting onto a flexible stalk
locked into your handlebars, for safer cycling in traffic.

The only bike light creating safer space between you and traffic, the
Danlite has:

• watertight lightpod easy to attach and secure

• retractable flexible stalk for best positioning

• both lights visible to rider so you know they’re on

• lightpod removable to avoid theft

• lightpod protected from damage if dropped

• lights that won't go on in your pocket or bag

• two batteries included in the price of £19.99

The Metropolitan Police have fitted the Danlite to their patrol bikes. Boris Johnson uses one to get to and from
Parliament. Safety groups have bought them. You can buy yours from Ben Hayward & Sons, the Cambridge Bike Shop,
or any other Fisher Outdoor dealer. To find one visit www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

For more about the Danlite, visit www.danlite.com

Save yourself £30
Don’t pay the fine for cycling without lights in Cambridge

Buy a Danlite and cycle more safely!

Eight years ago, in the Newsletter (Issue 5, March 1996) Five years ago, in the Newsletter (Issue 23, April 1996)

Milton Road
‘Improvements’

The long-debated changes to Milton Road are currently
being put in place. The aim is to cut the journey time
for the ‘Park & Ride’ buses by putting in a bus lane,
thereby encouraging more motorists to leave their cars
up at Cowley Road. But, because of a huge campaign
against chopping down the trees (together with a
change in the political balance at the County Council),
this has happened at the expense of the cycle lanes.
Cyclists share both ways: with the buses in the bus
lane, and with pedestrians on the new ‘shared-use’
cyclepath. This really isn’t convenient for anyone.

Initial reports from several people suggest this is
something we should be looking into.

From: www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/5/article7.html

Chancellor gives cyclists 12p!
One of the less publicised aspects of Gordon Brown’s recent Budget
was that it actually mentioned cycling. We think this is probably the first
time this has happened.

A more generous allowance for using a bike for business travel (not
travelling to and from work). Previously this has been set by individual
agreements with the Inland Revenue, typically at a bit over 6p per mile,
though a few employers have paid a much higher rate, comparable with
a car allowance, without any tax being charged. The new rate is now
specifically authorised at 12p per mile. If your employer pays less than
this, you can claim tax relief on the rest. (If you don't get expenses,
that’s worth 2.76p per mile to a basic-rate taxpayer.)

From: www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/23/article1.html

Update: From April 2002, the tax-free cycle mileage rate increased to 20p per
mile. Additionally, the Inland Revenue states that ‘if an employer holds a
designated “cycle to work day” to promote cycling instead of driving to work
they can provide refreshments or a meal for employees who cycled when they
arrive at work. A maximum of six cyclist “breakfasts” a year per employee are
exempt from tax and NICs [National Insurance contributions].’

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/5/article7.html
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/23/article1.html
http://www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk
http://www.danlite.com
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April 2004

Fri 2 8.30 am Newsletter 53 review and planning for 54, over breakfast at Tatties café.

Tue 6 7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, at the Park
Street junction. (Tea and coffee, a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The meeting proper starts at
8 pm.)

Wed 7 5–7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the railway
station. The security code is a deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be
traced nationally.

Sun 11 1 pm Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion
on Parker’s Piece. Back in Cambridge around 5 pm.

Mon 19 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street.

Sat 24 10–2 Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. The security code is a
deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be traced nationally.

May

Mon 3 10 am Leisurely ride to Reach Fair – see page 6

Tue 4 7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. Cllr Anne Kent
will talk about planned developments for the Cambridge Southern Fringe. See
6 April for a description, and announcement on page 2.

Wed 5 5–7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the railway
station. The security code is a deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be
traced nationally.

Sat 8 Newsletter 54 copy deadline. Please contact the editor if you would like to
write an article.

Sun 9 1 pm Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion
on Parker’s Piece.

Mon 17 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street.

Wed 26 7.30 pm Newsletter 54 Envelope Stuffing at the Baby Milk Action offices, 23 St
Andrews Street (between the Robert Sayle main and computer shop
entrances, entrance next to Lunch Aid). Help very much welcomed!

Sat 29 10–2 Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. The security code is a
deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be traced nationally.

June

Tue 1 7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 6 April for a
description.

Wed 2 5–7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the railway
station. The security code is a deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be
traced nationally.

Fri 4 8.30 am Newsletter 54 review and planning for 55, over breakfast at Tatties café.

Sun 13 1 pm Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion
on Parker’s Piece.

National Bike Week Sat 12 to Sun 20 June
Get in touch with the Campaign for more details

Mon 21 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street.

Sat 26 10–2 Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. The security code is a
deterrent to theft and enables bikes to be traced nationally.

Further ahead

Sun 25 July London to Cambridge sponsored bike ride.
This is run by Bike Events www.bike-events.com

Campaign Diary www.camcycle.org.uk/eventsCambridge
Projects
A number of cycle-related schemes are
currently under way in and around Cambridge.

Coldham’s Lane Pedestrian Cycleway

Bridge – forming a new structure on the
south side of the existing bridge – is due for
completion mid May this year. We hope to be
able to cover the opening of the Milton Cycle

and Pedestrian Bridge next Newsletter.

The Councils are waiting for the soil on Coe
Fen to drain, so that construction can start on
the Coe Fen Route with the minimum of
damage caused to the area. This route will
provide an alternative route, parallel to
Trumpington Road, linking up with National
Cycle Network route 11 to the south.

Further ahead, the Cutter Ferry Footbridge

remains closed. Since Gareth Guest’s article
last Newsletter, the Council has now decided
that replacing the span across the river looks
like the best option, having determined that
‘Temporary or permanent repairs were not
technically feasible’. We are, of course, keen
that the replacement should be suitable for
cyclists to ride across.

Coe Fen route to be developed.

The bridge supports alongside Coldham's Lane
road bridge under construction. The spans should
be in place around the beginning of April.

http://www.camcycle.org.uk/events
http://www.bike-events.com
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Your streets this month

Country routes special

Cambridgeshire County Council has applied
to Parliament for permission under the
Transport Works Act to construct a guided
busway between Milton Road in Cambridge
and St Ives along the route of the disused
railway. There will be a maintenance track
alongside which will be open to cyclists,
pedestrians and horse riders. The application
says that the track will be 3 m to 4 m wide
and we understand that the surface will be
of a ‘compacted’ nature rather than tarmac.
There are no proposals to provide lighting.
Where the track crosses the various roads
along the route, buses will have the
assistance of traffic signals but cyclists will
not, raising the prospect of cyclists having to
cross at a time when drivers have a green
light. The track will also cross over from one
side of the busway to the other at several
points. A number of existing bridleways
cross the busway, and cyclists following
these will have to lift their bike over the
raised guideway.

The plans include another guided busway
between Cambridge Railway Station and
Trumpington Park and Ride Site with a
branch to Addenbrooke’s. Again, there will
be a maintenance track alongside and most
of it will available as a cycleway. Cyclists will,
however, be banned from the section that
passes under Hills Road bridge and will be
expected to use Brooklands Avenue instead.
See article on page 4. Objections to The
Secretary of State for Transport by 2 April.

Construction work has started on a
pavement cycleway between the villages of
Over and Swavesey. The existing pavement
will be reconstructed and widened to 2 m.
The scheme, which will also include
improved lighting, is particularly aimed at
pupils using Swavesey Village College. It will
link with the guided busway and cycleway at
Swavesey.

The island improves the safety of traffic
turning right into Bell Road, but at the
expense of squeezing cyclists. 

Cambridge

Back in
Cambridge,
we’ve been told
that the inbound
bus lane
proposed for
Newmarket

Road between
Coldham’s Lane
and Abbey Street will be 4 m wide, which
would be wide enough for a 1 m cycle lane
to be marked out within it. Road widening to
create the new lane will take place as part of
an adjacent property development and
detailed consultation is not likely to take
place for some time.

Councillors have rejected proposals for
junction changes that would have allowed
park and ride buses to use New Square and
Fair Street, near the Grafton Centre. Fair
Street is an important cycle route from
Midsummer Common to the city centre.

A toucan crossing is to be installed about
half-way along Brooklands Avenue, to
improve access to the new developments
there. It will link the very poor pavement
cycleways on each side.

Scary safety schemes

Changes to road markings are proposed for
the A1307 Babraham Road, where an
incompetent ‘safety improvement’ last year
narrowed the width of the outbound lane on
the hill up to Wandlebury and brought
vehicles overtaking at 60 mph much closer
to cyclists than before. The road is now due
for ‘retexturing,’ and, although the
carriageway will continue to be as narrow as

before, the road markings
will be changed to
encourage drivers to keep
clear of cyclists and make
this scary section of road
less intimidating. Credit is
due to the County Council
for realising there is a
problem here. But road
planners in general still
haven’t got the message
that making roads narrower

might well reduce traffic speeds but it can
also make them terrifying for cyclists.

A central island has been introduced on the
A1303 at its junction with Bell Road,
Bottisham, creating a pinch point which
forces cars into conflict with cyclists.

The Secretary of State for Transport
TWA Orders Unit, Department for Transport Zone, 3/11
Great Minster House, 76 Marsham Street, London
SW1P 4DR

Or by e-mail to transportandworksact@dft.gsi.gov.uk .

Email objections will be considered but you must
include your name and address and the reasons for
any objection. (Cambridgeshire Guided Bus Scheme).

Address for comments

Space reserved for the guideway on the way from the station to
Long Road.

Alternative route for buses via Fair Street turned down, much to cyclists' relief.

Road narrowed at Wandlebury to such an
extent that cycling there is a frightening
experience; expect some changes.


